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Effect of surface roughness on gas flow in microchannels
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Abstract

Understanding the effect of surface roughness on gas flow in microchannels is highly desirable in microfluidic devices.
Non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simulation is applied to investigate the effect of the surface roughness on slip flow of
gaseous argon in submicron platinum channels. The geometries of the surface roughness are modeled by triangular, rect-
angular, sinusoidal and randomly triangular waves respectively. The results show that the boundary conditions of velocity
slip, including slip, no-slip and negative slip, depend not only on the Knudsen number but also on the surface roughness.
Induced by the roughness, the slip length of gas microflow over a rough surface is less than that predicted by the Maxwell
model and shows a non-linear relationship with the Knudsen number. The friction coefficient increases not only with
decreasing the Knudsen number but also with increasing the surface roughness. The impacts of the surface roughness
and the gas rarefaction on the friction coefficient of gas microflow are strongly coupled. The roughness geometry also
shows significant effects on the boundary conditions and the friction characteristics. The distortion of the streamlines
and the enhancement of the penetrability near the rough surface are demonstrated to be responsible for the roughness
effect.
� 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Due to the rapid advancement of micromachining technology over the past decades, it has been feasible to
fabricate micro- and nano-devices known as MEMS and NEMS (micro/nano-electro-mechanical systems)
[1,2]. Flow physics on the microscale has attracted considerable attention recently [3,4]. A number of litera-
tures show that flows on the microscale are quite different from those on the macroscale [3–6]. For flows
on the macroscale, the effect of surface roughness on the flow friction is often characterized by the Moody
chart, in which the friction factor is independent of the surface roughness for laminar flows with a relative
roughness less than 5% [7]. However, in microscale flow systems, as the relative roughness becomes very large,
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the roughness effect cannot be ignored [8,9]. Especially, for gas flow in microchannels, if the Knudsen number
(Kn) is in the range of 0.001–0.1, the flow falls in the slip regime and the rarefaction effect appears in the region
adjacent to the channel surface about a mean free path (MFP) of gas molecules. Up until now, most of the
theoretical, analytical and numerical approaches concerning the rarefaction of gas microflows are still limited
to mathematically smooth surfaces where the surface roughness is assumed to be much smaller than the MFP
[10]. In practical microengineering situations, the surface roughness in micro-fabricated channels may often be
comparable to the MFP [11,12]. The surface roughness may play a remarkable role in momentum transport of
the gas microflow.

In recent years, some literatures [13–17] on the study of rarefied gas flow in microchannels with surface
roughness have been published. Turner et al. [13] experimentally measured the friction coefficient of slip flows
of air and helium in microchannels and observed that the surface roughness might cause a larger friction than
the theoretical prediction. However, the deviation of the flow frictions for the smooth and rough channels was
within the large experimental uncertainty. Thus, the promising solution points to numerical methods. Using
Monte Carlo (MC) method, Sugiyama et al. [14] investigated the free-molecule and near-free-molecule flow
conductance through microchannels with roughness modeled by conical units and a decrease of the channel
conductance induced by the roughness was observed. Focusing on the slip and transition flow, Sun and Faghri
[15] performed a direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) study, in which the roughness was modeled by an
array of rectangular modules, and found that the friction coefficient increased with increasing roughness
height and decreasing distance between the roughness modules. Unfortunately, it is very difficult for the
MC method to consider potential interactions between particles and more complicated boundary conditions.
Based on molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, Mo and Rosenberger [16] obtained velocity profiles of fluid
flow in two-dimensional (2D) microchannels roughened sinusoidally and randomly. It was found that the
no-slip boundary condition (BC) was a consequence of the commensuration of the MFP and the surface
roughness. Cao et al. [17] showed the characteristics of boundary conditions and flow friction of gas micro-
flows affected by the surface roughness modeled by triangular unit arrays using the MD method. Also, some
phenomenon models were proposed to predict the roughness effect on microflows, for example, the viscosity
model by Mala and Li [18], the porous media model by Tichy [19] and the Brinkman-extended Darcy model
by Li et al. [20]. However, the mechanism and law of the roughness effect on gas microflows has yet been lack
of clarification from the molecular scale point of view.

For the purpose of clarifying the effect of the surface roughness on rarefied gas flow in microchannels, we
carry out non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) simulations to investigate locally fully developed
(LFD) flows of gaseous argon in submicron platinum channels, whose walls are roughened by surface struc-
tures of triangular, rectangular, sinusoidal and randomly triangular waves. Velocity profiles, boundary con-
ditions, friction coefficient and flow fields near rough surfaces affected by the surface roughness and the
rarefaction are presented in this paper.

2. Simulation details

Our molecular dynamics simulations consider a 2D system of N argon molecules enclosed between two par-
allel platinum walls as shown in Fig. 1(a). The Poiseuille flow is induced by subjecting the gas molecules to an
external driving field gx = 3.7 · 1010 m/s2. The flow is locally fully developed to be laminar with Reynolds
numbers in the range of 5–50. Due to the high computation efficiency of the two-dimensional molecular
dynamics (2DMD) method [21], the simulated characteristic length, i.e. the distance separated between the
two plates, reaches H = 0.10 lm (h = H/2) which is really comparable with the characteristic size of
MEMS/NEMS devices in engineering situations. In the x direction, the size of the simulation cell is about
L = 0.1 lm which is also determined by the roughness geometry in an individual computation. A periodic
boundary condition is imposed along the x direction.

Besides the smooth wall, four types of solid walls are roughened in our simulations as shown in Fig. 1(b).
The first three types of walls are with periodic structures including (i) rectangular, (ii) sinusoidal and (iii) tri-
angular waves. They can be characterized by the roughness amplitude A and the period P. The roughness peri-
odicity parameter is defined as p = P/A. p = 2.31 is adopted in all our MD runs. The forth geometry of the
surface roughness is (iv) the randomly triangular wave that follows a self-affine fractal statistics approxi-



Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the simulation system. (a) The 2D Poiseuille flow system; (b) four roughness geometries: (i) rectangular, (ii)
sinusoidal, (iii) triangular and (iv) randomly triangular wave.
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mately. In the literatures, the roughness of a micro-machined surface was found to be able to be described as
fractal structures [22] and it could also be characterized by a Gaussian shape of the height distribution [23]. In
our simulations, we build the self-affine shape by employing a series of consecutive triangular modules. The
height of the modules is selected from the Gauss function
f ðRÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pA
p exp � R

2A

� �
; ð1Þ
where R is the module height and A represents the root-mean-square (RMS) size of the roughness. In course of
building the walls by placing atoms onto their lattice sites, we set local roughness within a module through
creating smaller modules in a certain probability. In our operations, the probability is taken to be 10%.
The fractal dimension is about 1.2, which agrees with the experimentally measured roughness well [22]. In
the present paper, the roughness heights are set to be a series of sizes of 0.6–4.8 nm with an internal of 0.6 nm.

For gas–gas and gas–solid interactions between particles, the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential is applied in the
form
/ðrÞ ¼ 4e
r
r

� �12

� r
r

� �6
� �

; ð2Þ
where r is the intermolecular distance, e and r are the energy and diameter parameters respectively. For argon–
argon interaction, r = 3.405 · 10�10 m is chosen as a length unit and e = 1.67 · 10�21 J is applied as an energy
unit. We use rgs = 3.085 · 10�10 m and egs = 0.894 · 10�21 J for argon–platinum interaction [24]. On the basis
of Einstein theory, the wall atoms vibrate around their lattice sites, which form a face-centered-cubic (FCC)
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plane with a lattice constant c = 2.776 · 10�10 m, attached by springs. The spring stiffness k is controlled by
the Einstein temperature
k ¼ 16p4k2
Bm2h

h2
; ð3Þ
in which kB = 1.38 · 10�23 J/K and h = 6.63 · 10�34 J s is the Boltzmann and Plank constants respectively,
m = 32.4 · 10�26 kg is the mass of a wall atom and the Einstein temperature is h = 180 K. The stiffness is also
examined to meet the Lindemann criterion [25].

The equations of particle motion are integrated by the Leapfrog-Verlet algorithm with a MD time step
s = 2.146 ps [26]. The LJ potential is typically truncated and shifted at rcut = 2.5r. The gas and wall temper-
atures are both fixed at T = 119.8 K. The velocity rescaling technique is applied to wall atoms to maintain a
constant wall temperature. The fluid system is kept at a constant temperature by a Langevin thermostat
method in the z direction. The motion equation of the ith molecule is
m€zi ¼
X
j6¼i

o/LJ

ozi
� mC_zi þ gi; ð4Þ
where C is a friction constant determining the rate of heat exchange between the simulation system and the
heat reservoir, and gi is a Gaussian distributed random force [27]. A typical computation in our simulations
requires 1,000,000 time steps to reach a steady flow state. We spend about 3,000,000 additional time steps on
averaging the macroscopic characteristics.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Velocity profile

The velocity profile can often present us the most elementary information for understanding the microflow
characteristics. However, it has nearly not been feasible for the existing visualization technique to observe the
velocity profile of gas microflow thus far. In the case of the planar Poiseuille flow of a Newtonian fluid under
constant external force, the macroscopic hydrodynamics gives a parabolic solution of the Navier–Stokes (NS)
equation. Considering the slip boundary condition, the velocity profile of a LFD laminar flow may be written
as
ux ¼
qgx

2l
ðh2 � z2Þ þ us; ð5Þ
in which z is the distance from the middle of the channel, q is the density of gases, l is the dynamical viscosity
and us is the slip velocity at the gas–solid boundary.

In our simulations, in order to observe the velocity profile across the microchannels, we divide the whole
channel into many narrow bins to run averages of their macroscopic velocity. The segmental width of each bin
is about Dz = 3.405 nm (10r). The velocity profiles in x direction obtained by our simulations are shown in
Fig. 2. The velocities have been scaled with the maximum velocity um, i.e. the velocity along the microchannel
centerline. The positions of z/H = �0.5 and 0.5 mean the gas–solid boundaries for the smooth walls or the
centerlines of the roughness geometries. Though the local velocities of the gases at the gas-wall boundary
are either non-zero or zero depending on the rarefaction and roughness effect, all the velocity profile curves
appear quadratic well in the middle of the microchannels. These are actually the cases predicted by Eq. (5).
It indicates that the mainstream regime of the gas slip flows in the rough microchannels obeys the continuum
mechanics characterized by the NS equation. Thus, it also provides us a foundation for the following quan-
titative analyses.

The rarefaction effect on the velocity profiles of the gas flows in the smooth microchannels is illustrated in
Fig. 2(a). The velocities at the walls are non-zero for the Knudsen number in the range of 0.01–0.15, which is
often defined as a velocity slip. For Kn = 0.04, the slip velocity is us = 0.4r/s, and for Kn = 0.10, us = 0.5r/s. A
larger Knudsen number always brings on a larger velocity slip, which is the consequence of the non-equilib-
rium phenomena arising from infrequent collisions of gas particles by rarefied gas dynamics [28]. The shapes



Fig. 2. Velocity profiles across the microchannel affected by the rarefaction and the surface roughness. (a) For smooth microchannels; (b)
for microchannels with rectangular wave roughness (Kn = 0.10); (c) effect of the roughness geometry (Kn = 0.10, A = 2.4 nm).
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of the profile curves at different Knudsen numbers are not completely similar because the effective viscosity is a
function of the Knudsen number for rarefied gases [29].

Taking the case of the rectangular wave wall, we present the effect of the roughness height on the velocity
profiles in Fig. 2(b). In the mainstream regime, the velocity profiles move downwards as the roughness
increases. It indicates that the mean velocity is decreased by the surface roughness. Clearly, the surface rough-
ness results in the deduction of the boundary velocity slip. For A = 0.6 nm, there is an apparent slip velocity
us = 0.2r/s. For A = 1.2 nm and 2.4 nm, the averaging macroscopic velocities of the gases on the walls are
about zero, which means that the gases beneath the roughness diastemata are patches of backwater. However,
the velocity slip can still be observed over the roughness element top. For a larger roughness, e.g. A = 3.6 nm,
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the velocity slip due to the rarefaction disappears, which may indicate that a no-slip is induced by the surface
roughness. For A = 4.8 nm, the roughness geometry occupies from z/h = �0.5 (0.5) to �0.45 (0.45). In the
simulations, though there is no macroscopic motion for gases at the bottom of the roughness apertures, the
gases in the upside of the apertures flows. The slip velocity extracted from Eq. (5) becomes negative, which
is often defined as a negative slip [17,30]. Therefore, due to the roughness effect, general boundary conditions
may cover the traditional slip, the no-slip and the negative slip.

Fig. 2(c) shows the effect of the roughness geometry on the velocity profiles with Kn = 0.10 and A = 2.4 nm.
Among the four types of walls, the mean velocity is the largest for the flow in the rectangularly roughened
microchannels and the smallest for the randomly triangular roughness channels for given Knudsen number
and roughness height. The sinusoidal roughness has nearly the same effect on the velocity profile as the trian-
gular one. It should be noted that the maximum roughness height is about 5.6 nm for the randomly triangular
roughness corresponding to the RMS roughness of 2.4 nm. It indicates that the roughness geometry also has a
significant effect on the gas microflows.

3.2. Boundary conditions

According to the Navier boundary condition [31], the slip length can be obtained by extrapolating the
velocity profiles from the position in the fluid to where the velocity would vanish. In our simulations, the slip
length Ls can be calculated by
Ls ¼ us

dus

dz

� �
zj j¼h

,
: ð6Þ
A positive slip length represents the rarefaction effect where the fluid velocity would vanish within the solid.
That the slip length is zero corresponds to the no-slip condition. A negative slip length denotes that the fluid
velocity vanishes within the fluid and that the channel is narrowed by the surface roughness. The dimension-
less slip length ls is defined as ls = Ls/H. For the slip boundary condition, Maxwell theory predicts that the
dimensionless slip length is related to the Knudsen number as
lM
s ¼

2� 1
1

Kn ð7Þ
in which 1 is the tangential momentum accommodation coefficient (TMAC), Kn is the Knudsen number de-
fined as the ratio of the molecular MFP and the system characteristic length. The Maxwell theory indicates
that the dimensionless slip length is determined by the Knudsen number linearly and is always positive caused
by the rarefaction effect.

Fig. 3 summarizes our results about the dependence of the dimensionless slip length on the Knudsen num-
ber and the four types of the surface roughness. For flows in the smooth microchannels, the dimensionless slip
length is clearly proportional to the Knudsen number where no-slip takes place as the Knudsen number goes
to zero, which is in good agreement with the theoretical prediction of the Maxwell model. The slope of the
ls–Kn curve by a least-square method gives the TMAC 1 = 0.28 of gaseous argon over the smooth platinum
surface at 120 K [32], which deviates the empirical value 1 = 1.0 in engineering situations. The results indicate
that the Maxwell slip theory validates for the rarefied gases flowing over smooth surfaces. However, the
surface roughness may cause significant deviation of the dimensionless slip length from the Maxwell model
depending on the roughness geometry and height. For a given Knudsen number, a larger roughness may result
in a smaller dimensionless slip length. Therefore, the dimensionless slip length of gas flows in microchannels is
determined not only by the Knudsen number but also by the surface roughness. For a given roughness size,
the slip length may increase with the increasing Knudsen number. With larger Knudsen numbers, the rarefac-
tion effect is more evident as the dimensionless slip length appears positive. The dimensionless slip length may
become negative as the Knudsen number goes to zero by extrapolating the ls–Kn curve for slip flow in rough
microchannels, which indicates the invalidation of the Maxwell model. The roughness effect is indicated to be
significant for gas microflows at small Knudsen numbers.

In Fig. 3, the effect of the roughness geometries on the dimensionless slip length is also illustrated. For the
rectangular wave wall, the dimensionless slip length is greater than zero in most region of the diagram and



Fig. 3. Dimensionless slip length affected by the rarefaction and the surface roughness. The slip length of flows in smooth microchannels is
presented in all the sub-figures for the eye guidance. (a) Rectangular wave roughness; (b) sinusoidal wave roughness; (c) triangular wave
roughness; (d) randomly triangular wave roughness.
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becomes negative at small Knudsen numbers and large surface roughness. For the other three types of rough-
ness, the no-slip and negative slip may be caused by the surface roughness at moderate Knudsen numbers. For
given Knudsen number and roughness height, the rectangular, sinusoidal, triangular and randomly triangular
roughness respectively gives smaller dimensionless slip length in turn. In Mo’s work [16], the ratio of the MFP
and the roughness amplitude, k/A, was suggested to replace the Knudsen number to validate the slip boundary
conditions. However, our simulations indicate that the roughness size alone is probably not enough to repre-
sent the roughness effect considering the roughness geometry. In engineering situations of MEMS, the surface
morphology should also be taken into account.

3.3. Friction coefficient

For the LFD laminar flows, the skin friction coefficient f is defined as
f ¼ sw

1
2
qu2

0

; ð8Þ
where sw is the wall shear stress calculated by the net change of momentum of gas molecules at a wall per unit
area and time in our simulations, q is the gas density and u0 is the cross-sectionally averaged velocity. The
product of the friction coefficient f and the Reynolds number Re is often referred to as the friction constant
C = fRe. For the two-dimensional macroscopic flow, the Navier–Stokes equation is theoretically solved with
the no-slip boundary condition to obtain the friction constant C0 = 96. If the Maxwell slip law is considered,
the normalized friction constant C*, which represents the deviation degree of the friction coefficient from flows
on the macroscale, can be theoretically expressed as [33]
C�t ¼
Ct

C0

¼ 1

1þ 6 2�1
1 Kn

: ð9Þ
It indicates that the rarefaction effect always reduce the friction of slip flows.
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Fig. 4 shows the friction constant obtained by our simulations as functions of the Knudsen number and the
surface roughness. In the figures, the friction constant is normalized by C�s ¼ Cs=C0. For flows in the smooth
microchannels, the effect of rarefaction on the normalized friction constant is presented in each figure. Clearly,
the friction coefficient is reduced as the Knudsen number increases from 0.02 to 0.10. The trend of the decreas-
ing friction constant with the increasing Knudsen number agrees with the theoretical prediction of Eq. (9) very
well. The friction coefficient may be decreased by 42.4% at Kn = 0.02 and even by 78.7% at Kn = 0.1. It is also
very clear that the deviation apparently emerges due to the surface roughness. As seen in Fig. 4, the normal-
ized friction constant for flows in rough microchannels is larger than that in smooth microchannels and
increases with the increasing roughness. The friction coefficient for flows in microchannels may be lower,
equal, or higher than flows on the macroscale, which corresponds to the slip, no-slip, and negative slip bound-
ary conditions. We can also find that the effects of the surface roughness and the rarefaction on the friction
coefficient of slip microflows are strongly coupled. Under interactions of the Knudsen number and the surface
roughness, the normalized friction constant may be changed by as high as +40% and as low as �60% for the
Knudsen number ranging from 0.02 to 0.1.

In literatures, the increase of the friction coefficient by the presence of the surface roughness in microscale
flows is often characterized by the relative roughness defined as A/H. It was shown that the roughness effect on
the friction coefficient can be ignored with the relative roughness smaller than 5% [8]. In our simulations, the
relative roughness ranges from 0.6% to 4.8%. Within the entire range of the relative roughness in our simu-
lations, the roughness effect is significant. It may be partially due to the coupling of the rarefaction and the
surface roughness.

Dependence of the normalized friction constant on the roughness geometries is also presented through
comparing Fig. 4(a)–(d). It is shown that the roughness geometry has also an important effect on the friction
coefficient. For given Knudsen number and roughness size, the randomly triangular type roughness channel
presents a substantially higher friction coefficient than any other ones in the range of Knudsen numbers we
studied.
Fig. 4. Effects of the surface roughness and the Knudsen number on the normalized friction constant. (a) Rectangular wave roughness;
(b) sinusoidal wave roughness; (c) triangular wave roughness; (d) randomly triangular wave roughness.
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3.4. Streamlines near rough surfaces

Based on the continuum assumption, the microflow field in microchannels with uniformly distributed rough
elements was analyzed by Du [8] and Hu et al. [9]. It was found that the roughness elements often caused the
expansion and compression of the streamlines near rough surfaces, which was responsible to the increasing
pressure drop of microflows. However, for rarefied gas flows in rough microchannels, the continuum models
breakdown because of the rarefaction effect adjacent to surfaces. The molecule-based method is greatly
needed.

The flow fields of gas microflows in rough channels are presented in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a) and (b) consider the
rectangular and the randomly triangular wave roughness respectively. In Fig. 5(a), we can find that the stream-
lines near the rough surfaces are clearly distorted. Over the rectangular roughness elements, the velocity slip
can be observed evidently because the wall can be regarded to be smooth locally. Between every two elements,
the streamlines are expanded, which implies the obstruction of the microflow by the roughness units directly.
Beneath the most part of the diastemata between the roughness units, the gas has no macroscopic velocity
along the flow direction. The flow recirculation found by the continuum method is not observed in our work.
It may be due to the extreme diluteness of gases in the diastemata. Thus, beneath the diastemata are dead
zones. In Fig. 5(b), similar characteristics can be observed that gases beneath the roughness diastemata are
patches of backwater. The streamlines near the surfaces with the randomly triangular roughness are distorted
Fig. 5. Velocity field and streamlines of gas microflows near rough surfaces. (a) Rectangular wave roughness (A = 4.8 nm); (b) randomly
triangular wave roughness (A = 4.8 nm).
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more strongly than those with the rectangular roughness, which can unpuzzle that the friction coefficient of
flows in randomly triangular roughness channels is larger than in rectangular ones.

In rarefied gas dynamics, the Maxwell model of the interaction of gas molecules and a wall is primarily
based on the assumption of the bounce-back behavior, which is a linear combination of diffusive and specular
reflections. This assumption may validate for mathematically smooth walls as shown by the above simulation
results. However, from our MD simulation view, the backwater gases beneath the roughness diastemata may
play an important role in the momentum exchange between gases and surfaces, because the molecules imping-
ing the backwater may undergo many collisions in the roughness diastemata. It also indicates that the normal
bounce-back assumption breakdowns. That means the gas molecules can penetrate through the wall boundary
region occupied by the roughness diastemata, which is quite different from an imaginary mathematical
surface. The roughness induced penetrability often reduces the velocity slip of rarefied gas flows.

Therefore, the surface roughness may affect the gas microflows in two ways: (a) the streamlines near
surfaces are distorted; (b) the penetrability of surfaces is enhanced. For different geometries of the surface
roughness, the distortion and the surface penetrability are both different. For very small roughness compared
with the MFP, the two effects can be ignored. Generally, the MFP of a normal gas is about tens of nanometer
which is actually comparable to the surface roughness in micro-devices. The two effects may become signifi-
cant factors influencing the gas microflows.

4. Conclusions

Slip flows of gaseous argon in submicron platinum channels with surface roughness are investigated by the
molecular dynamics simulation. The roughness is respectively modeled as the triangular, rectangular, sinusoi-
dal and randomly triangular structures. The following conclusions may be drawn from the present study:

1. Resulted from the surface roughness, the boundary conditions of gas microflows are different from the
Maxwell model: (a) the slip length is smaller than Maxwell model’s prediction; (b) the slip length shows
a non-linear relationship with the Knudsen number. The boundary conditions, including the slip, the
no-slip and the negative slip, are determined not only by the Knudsen number but also the surface
roughness.

2. The friction coefficient of gas microflows in channels with surface roughness is higher than that in smooth
channels. The friction coefficient increases not only as the Knudsen number decreases but also as the sur-
face roughness increases. The effects of the roughness and the rarefaction on the friction coefficient of gas
microflows are strongly coupled.

3. The roughness geometry affects the boundary conditions and the friction characteristics significantly. It
indicates that the roughness height alone is not enough to represent the roughness effect. For the four types
of surface roughness studied in the present paper, the roughness effect increases in turn by the rectangular,
sinusoidal, triangular and randomly triangular waves.

4. The surface roughness may act on the gas microflows in two ways: (a) the streamlines near rough surfaces
are distorted; (b) the penetrability of rough surfaces is strengthened. The momentum exchange between
gases and rough surfaces is accomplished via molecular behaviors of penetrating through the roughness
diastema region undergoing multi-collisions.
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